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The Clli\IRM.AJIJ (Nigeria)~ I declore open the two hundred and thirty-first 

plenary meeting of the Conference of the Eit;'hteen-l'Jation Committee on Disc:,rmament. 

Lord CHALFONT (United K.in6·dom) g In the . course of our deliberations here 

in Geneva it has often occurred to me that we behave in some ways not unlike the 

Groeks of classical mythology. Because they could not bring themselves to believe 

that -vrar and pestilence and dissension on ec:,rth could possibly be their own fe,ul t, 

they blamed those calami ties on the Furies, whose task it WE\S to inflict the 

vengeance of the gods on suffering mankind. We, too, seem sometimes to have 

fallen into the habit of believing that the ills c:md danc5ers of the 1vorld and its 

wars and dissensions are never our fault, but always someone else's. 

And 9 of course, the ancient Greeks 110ver called the Furies by their real name. 

They c2-lled them instead the Eumenides -- the Kindly Ones -- hoping that this would 

appease their ·wrath and make them go away. In the same way we seem to have 

devised a 1-rhole new set of names for the dangers that face us. vie talk of 

"proliferation" and "disseminationn and "access to nuclear weapons" as thoue;h in 

some way these o~phemisms might make the dangers less real and less pressing. But 

of course they do not. 

As we move.towards the end of our present session here it might be well to ask 

ourselves what we have achieved 9 and 9 where we have failed 9 to ask ourselves why. 

In the two matters that we were chare,ed b;y the United Nations Disarmament Commission 

to treat with the greatest sense of urgency 1ve seem 9 for the moment 9 to have reached 

deadlock. I believe that vre have failed to realize that vTG have been discussing 

here, not abstract concepts of strate(;y and international politics~ but the issue 

of vrhether we shall survive or perish. 

I suppose we must accept now that we shall not before we leave Geneva, 

presumably in a few days 1 time 7 achieve Eazy real agreement in any of the matters we 

came here to discuss. But it might be worth our while to look at some of the 

reasons for our lack of progress and to s0e if' we can find some basis for serious 

negotiations in the future. 

Let us look first at the problem which I still believe to be the most crucial 

of all the issues that confront us -- the spread of nuclear weapons. Nothing that 

has b:;;en said inside or outside this conference room has altered my conviction that, 
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un.less 1ve oc:"n bring about ~~n internc_;,tion~·1 agre2msnt to step arid reverse tho 

nuclear c:,rms rc:;;,ce 1 we shall f.:lce so•Jner or l~_ter cert;;.in disaster. Indoed the 

events that h-:1ve takon pl e:;,ce in the \vorld in the pr:cst fe•r days hc_we strene;thened 

my belLf that if we WCJ.,nt to do some thine) before it is too late we had better do 

it soon. 

I have said from time to time tl:at I vras not clear about ,,rhat exactly stood 

in the way of an cc,greement. The representative of the Soviet Union, :Mr. Tsarapkin, 

had made 1 it seemed to mo 1 somo vat::ue and imprecise reraarks rrbout access by lvest 

Germany to nuclear vreapon.il 1 and I :-;,sked him to be more ex_plici t. I :::ust confess 

that I am no longer in any doubt. In his speech on 7 September and in the speech 

of the Polish representative on 2 September it became quite clear to me what 

stands between us c::md c-:my possibility of agreement. It is 9 to put the matter at 

its very simplest 1 a basic difference of approach and interpretation about the 

nature of military alliances. I~r. Gold blat said last Thursday~ 

"It is no use discussing tho intricacies of political, lee;·al or stragegic 

aspects of •••. sharint; nuclear weapons; for there should bi3 no sharing-." 

He went on~ 

"It is no use pondering over 1vhere the line should be drawn ••• or for that 

matter over how large a margin should be Clccorded to the 'vlest German nuclear 

strivin~s 1 for the ban shoulcl be ••• absolute." 

(ENDC/PV.229? p.7). 
In his speech on 7 September Mr. Tsarapkin was equally uncompromising, saying 

(ENDC/PV.230, p.7) that the real devngor lay in the plans of the 11/'estern Alliance 

and that there was no hope of arriving at c:m agreement on the basis of the draft 

tabled by the United States (ENDC/152). 

So now we know exactly where we are. The objection of the So-viet Union and 

its allies is not, after o1l, to the MLF or to the LNF 1 or to any other specific 

proposal novr being discusst~d in the ~{estern Alliance. It is not an objection to 

the stationing of nuclear weapons on German territory or to physical contact between 

German troops ::tnd nuclear missiles. It is much more than that. ·what we are being 

told, shorn of its polernics cmd loaded phrase$ about mili tnrism c:md revanchism, is 

that if >ve want an agreeme;nt to r)revent the further spread of nuclear weapons we 

must abandon any plans to alter our strategic arrangements inside the 1-J'estern 
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Alliance. To meet the fears in the communist countries of Gorman nuclear 

ambitions we must unde~take 9 in the North Atlc.ntic Treaty Or6 anization, to maintain 

tlw status quo, pe:rmc.,nently and immutably. 

I realize that is is no use saying again, as I have said many times before, 

that this view· of V.iest Germany as a lurkint; menace to the security of the Soviet 

Union is distorted e1nd grotesg_ue. I could repeat once more, at great length, the 

firm resolve of my Governoent never to take part in any arranc:S·ement .·· that would 

place the contrCJl of nuclear weapons in tLe hands of 1fest Germany or any other 

non-nuclear Fmver; but I realize that if I did that I should be wasting your time 

and mine. But what I think must be said is that 1 if Mr. Tsarapkin really means to 

m::tke total inertia in tho 1rVestern Alliance a condition of a non-proliferation 

agreement 1 he must know that the condition is unacceptable. And he must know that, 

if he puts fonrard conditions that are plainly unacceptable, many of us will have 

second thoughts about the sincerity with 1-fhich he se8ks a non-proliferation 

agreemant at all. 

I have no vrish to defend military alliances or to justify their existence on 

any moral grounds. I realize that the liurld that we ar8 lookinb for is one in 

wbich the use of armed force, and therefore by definition the existence of military 

alliances, 1-rill be looked upon as a grotesque and intolerab::..e o..borration of human 

behaviour. But that world is not with us yet. 1-l"o still live in a i'Wrld of nation 

States, each vri th its own sovereign interests C::l~d each willing to regard its 

military power as an extension of its nC\tional policy. So, of course, we have 

alliances. 

The two greatest and most povwrful alliances in r"istory are NATO and the \oTarsaw 

Pact. They exist, and they will continue to exist until we begin to reach some real 

agreement ori disarmament. Their function is to ensure the collective defence and 

collective security of the countries belonc)ing to them. So far as the vJestern 

alliance is concerned this implies the concqJt of sharin(S' -- sr"arin~:s of costs and 

tasks, sharing of strategic responsibility, and sharing in the direction of weapons 

and forces. This, to us 9 is the rec:.Ll meaning of an alliance of free peoples. Each 

member expects to contribute to the strength and resources of the alliance 9 and 

each is entitled to take part in the discharge of its collective responsibilities. 

We have no fourth-rate members~ we have no inferior partners, we make no attempt to 
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impose a monolithic unity upon our ccllic:"nce} our relc-,ticnship is based urJon Lord 

Acton's famous proposition, "Freedom provokes diversity; diversity preserves 

freedom". 

Of course it is fashionable to point out th~t no alliance now can be a 

partnership of equals so long as some of its members have nuclear weapons and 

otlwrs have not. And that is exactly vrhere the nucleus of tho -vrhole matter lies. 

If we, in the vie stern Alliance, expect the non-nuclear members to rely upon the 

collective security which tho alliance provid-::S) if 2 in faoct, we want to give them 

no reason to seek the illusory security of national nuclear independence, we must 

ensure that they have a full voice in the _policies and stratee;;ios of the alliance, 

a voice consistent with the dignity of free and sovereign States -- and that 

includes Hest Germany with all the other free and sovsreign States. 

It may be that the vlarsavr Pact is a different sort of organization -- pc>rhaps 

it is not an association in which resyonsibility is shared but one in which control 

is exercised on authoritarian or paterneclistic rather than collective lines. If 

it has become more et;alitarian than it once appeared to be, we have been given 

no evidence of this in the speeches of Mr. Tsarapkin and Lis colleag·ues of the 

Warsaw Pact. Indeed~ the United States representative~ Nr. Foster, asked a number 

of what I thou;§;ht were interesting and sir;-nificant questions in his speech on 31 

August (EJITI>C/PV.228 9 p.41) a-bout the arrangements tl1c,t have been rnade in the 

"fnTarsaw Pact for consultation, joint decisions rmd the supply of nuclear warheads. 

So far Mr. Tsarapkin has made no answer. 

I know that we often tend in this Committee to answer questions only when we 

have asked them ourselves or when they· have been addrE::ssed to someone else. 

Perhaps I may be allowed to continue this deplorable practice by providine; at 

least part of the answer to the quc•stions addressed by Nir. Foster to Mr. Tsarapkin. 

I shall quote, if I may, from a leadinc; article in Pravda of 8 ll.u:_:;ust. It says: 

"In fulfillin~__o· its international duty the Soviet Union has taken 

upon itself the basic burden of expenditure on the organization of the 

common defence of the co-c:ntries of socialism. It c_;enerously shares 

military experience and military technolot;y with the fraternal countries, 

aids them in the preparation of officer cadres and in the perfectioning 

of their armed forces. The Soviet Government actively l)articipates in the 
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o.ccti vi ty of the trh1rsai'r Treaty Organization set up in connexion with the need 

for closer co-ordination of defence efforts of the countries of socialism 

in the face c>f the danc;er which is created by the activity of the aggressive 

military bloc of imperi::dists -- NATO." 

Now I think I am as well qualified as anyone else here to warn my colleag·ues 

not to believe evsrythinG' they read in the newspapers. But we have, after all, 

1:-irovm accustomed to rec;ard leading articles in Pravda as having some relevance to 

official policy in the Soviet Union. Indeed, this article •·ms entitled "The Noble 

Aims of Soviet ]'oreign Policy". It did not, I have to admit, explain exactly vrhat 

j t m0ant by "generously shares military experience and military technolot;y", but 

it did use the phrase 9 ana I suspect thc:"t it will tax even Mr. Tsarapkin Is 

celebrated mental agility to explain the strange alchemy that makes sharing noble 

on the Bug and the Oder-Neisse, but ignoble and provocative on the Rhine. I can 

only repeat; for the benefit of all my colleagues here, that our plans for 

sharing in the Hestern Alliance present no more danger to the 1-larsaw Pact than 

the "noble 11 arrangements referred to by Pravda present to us in the \o~Test. 

In this context I should like to refer to the creat play made by the Polish 

representative, J.VIr. Goldblat, with my r8ference to havin~:; finesers on the safety 

catch rath~r than on the trit:,ger. His sugcestioi1 that the United Kinc;dom mic,ht 

be 1 as he called it, trigger-happy (ENDC/T'V.229, p.8) har?-ly deserves serious 

comment. The history of the past twenty-five years suggests that what "trigger-· 

happiness" there has been in the 1vorld has generally speaking been elsewhere. 

No; my reason for using the analoc;y of the safety catch was that I hoped 

o"uviously, optimistically -- that it -vmuld reassure Mr. Gold blat and his colleagues 

about our intentions. A safety catch on a loaded weapon is designed to ensure that 

it is difficult to fire by accident or by miscalculation1 and I hope, most 

devoutly, that the nuclear weapons deployed in the territories of East-European 

countries have safety catches; and I hope there are fingers on them too, -- the 

more the better. 

I confess that I cannot follo:r the subtle reasonin{:; which turns a state of 

affairs like that into somethint5 sinister and menacing. In the minds of most 

T<3asonable men the danger of nuclear spr0ad lies not in where nuclear weapons are 
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physically placed~ or in >vhosG soldiers look after thorn; it lies in who has the 

power to use them. I do not pretend to k.VJ.ow exactly what shape our arranes·ements 

in NATO vlill finally take 9 but whatever the final arranc,·ements -- I say this acain --, 

my Government is determined that they shall not involve any element of transfer 

of nuclear control. ~'Te _want, sincerely and deeply, to prevent the spread of 

nuclear weapons not only in Europe but ar..yvhere in the world~ and we are prepared 

to discuss the form and content of an agreement to this end and to try to reach 

a formula that will satisfy the Soviet Union of our t,ood faith. 

But I should be failing in my duty to this Conference if I did not make it 

clear that, so far as my Government is concerned, the security of NATO and its 

members is not up for bargainin,::, 9 here or an;yvthGJ::'e else. My friend and colleague 

in the United Nations, Lord Caradon, is fond of quoting .b.braham Lincoln's wordsg 

"At all events, I must hc:~ve some consciousness of being somewhere near 

right; I must have some standard of principle fixed 1-ri thin myself". 

However desperately we in the livest way -,rant and work for disarmament agreements, 

there are certain principles we will not compromise. 

I should like now to turn for a few minutes to the other matter to which we 

w·ere directed to attach t5reat urgency in this Committee -- the extension of the 

test-ban Treaty to cover underc>Tound tests. Here again there seems to '.le for the 

moment deadlock. The Soviet Union, as Mr. Taarapkin again made clear on 7 
September (ENDC/PV.230, p~8), regards as quite unacceptable the international 

inspection arrant;ement regarded by the \Jest as essential to an offecti ve agreement 

on underground testing. Here at_Sain it is clearly a waste of time to rehearse at 

len5th the technical arcuments wLich lead the Uest to its conclusion that some 

small measure of inspection is 9 in the present state of scientific detection 

techniques, still necessary. Yet I must sa;y that I found it very far from a waste 

of time listening to my colleague, Mr. Foster, as he presented the other day his 

.extremely valuable paper on this subject (ENDC/PV. 229, pp. 18 et seq.). I feel 

bound to say that if the Soviet Union vrould produce a technical analysis of 

detection problems half as thorough 3-nd informative as that provided by the United 

States~ many of our troubles wit:;ht be overcome. 
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So far as the posi tiou of my 01\'n Government is concerned, J3ri tish scientists 

have been engaged for some time on a seismic research proc;ramme to examine the 

possibilities of a new detection sy<:ltom. Usint,' electronic data processing· and a 

new system of beam-forminc arrays, v-re set up experimental establishments in the 

United Kinu;-dom and in collaboration with American scientists in the United States. 

It soon became apparent that a completely new concept could be applied to detecting 

and identifying earthquakes and that an underground test ban might be monitored 

with a relatively small number of array stations. 

The next stage in the research was to study specific explosions and 

earthquakes, usinc the lar~::;e arrays, and that phase is still continuing. :But in 

spite of all the technical advances that have been made -- and they have been 

considerable --:British scientists, like their American colleagues, report that 

there still remains a residual number of seismic events at or above a seismic 

magnitude of 4 that could not be identified by remote seismolotjical observations 

alone. This is the problem that still confronts us. It remains to be seen 

whether further research will significantly reduce the number of unidentifiable 

events; and :British scientists are willing to share their knowlodese with this in 

mind. Indeed, some of their work has already been published, and all -- I repeat, 

all -- their findings are now being prepared for publication. I am arranging to 

circulate to my colleagues on the Committee a brief account of thi~ 
AlthouGh, as Mr. Foster pointed out in his statement of 2 September 

(ENDC/PV.229, p) 21) and as I have myself just sut_;gested, improved analysis of 

seismic records offers the hope of a useful increase in our capacity to identify 

underground events~ we can hope for an even t;reater improvement if the analysis 

is based on recordings obtained not by just one country but by a global network 

of seismic stations. 

!/ Circulated as document ENDC/155 
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It is in this context that I sho;;J.ld Ek'e: -t;. \·Jelcome the Sl·iedish initiative taken 

at our meeting of 10 Augus 1:, in call:lnf; for examination of the \.Jays and means by C.Jhich 

international co-operation might bi=~ j_'Ylproved. T hope that other countries ~.Jill shoC.J 

similar readiness to consider the establishment of advanced seismic stations on 

their soil. I should like also to commend to the Soviet Union }ITs. Myrdal 1s proposals 

for technical talks) even if, as she suggested, they can deal only C.Jith 11 one or two 

items, narrowly circumscribed'' (ENDC/PV .222, p.21). lJe are of course becoming 

accustomed to the bJ.ank Soviet refusal to hold technical talks on the problems of 

verification. However, I would find it hard to underst,and hoC.J the Soviet Union 

could justify rejecting this much more modest Swedish proposal. 

In his references to a ban on underground tests Mr. Tsarapkin was quite p~sitive 

on one matter at least his reaction to the proposal put forward by the 

representative of the United Arab Republic on 17 August for what might be called a 

partial underground test ban (ENDC/PV.224, pp. 9 .• 10). This i·JOuld involve t~e 

extension of the Moscow Treaty to cover undergr~und testing beyond the threshold 

represented by a magnitud8 ::Jf 4, 75 1 toget,her with an uninspected moratorium on all 

othsr underground tests. Mr. Tsarapkin, on behalf of the Soviet Union, 

unequivocally supported that proposal and called upon all Powers to do the same 

(ENDC/PV.230, p. 9). Now I must admit that tne proposal has some obvious attractions; 

and I can assure the Committee that my Government will give it full and detailed 

consideration. I must say, ho~.Jever, that it seems to me at first sight to present 

some difficulties. In the first place, -we have learnt to be very wary of these 

partial measures as a substitute for more comprehensive agreements; and particularly 

of the moratorium as a sub8titute for a formal treaty. 

An agreement of that sort would, to put the matter crudely, still leave room 

for cheating. I am not suggesting that anyone would cheat or that they would gain 

any great advantage from doing soo But it does seem to me that any international 

agreement on arms control and disarm&ment that cannot be verified by national 

or international means contains within it dangerous seeds of suspicion and instability. 

It might be asked, therefore, why not just extend the Moscow Treaty to cover tests 

above a certain magnitude and leave all other tests out of the reckoning? Well, 

that might be even more attra~tive, and proviQed that it could be translated into 

effective tJ::-·eaty terms ther8 would seem to be no real argument against it. 
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But are we sure that we know exactly what this thresholq concept involves? The 

seismic niagnitude of an underground event, especially if it is one .caused by ~n 
• • • • • ' I • 

explosion, is a resolutio~ of many factors~ for example, the geological structure o.e 

the site. of the ·explosion and the .~echnical means UBed to reduce the shoek \¥aves, such 
··: '. 

as decoupling -- that is, detonating the explosion in a large cavity.. So the 

threshold i~· ~ot ·a matter of such scientific exactitude as the reassuring figure of 

4.75 seems to suggest. 

Here, as in other matters of scientific detection, there is room for more and~ . 

closer examination •. And I should like to ask Mr. Tsarapkin whether the Soviet Union 

would be prepared to allow its scientists to take part with Western scientists in 

technical discussions designed to resolve this particular problem. If so, perhaps 

we might yet find some common ground in the very valuable apd constructiv~ proposals 

put forward by the United Arab Republic. 
.. 

So much for the non-dissemina:Hon treaty and the agreement to ban underground 

tests. Some people might say that we have not got very far this summer in Geneva; 

but I believe that we may have laid a foundation for some fruitfu+ discussions when 

we come back here from New York. 

When I was talking of the non-dissemination treaty a moment ago I dealt mainly 

with the need to arrive at some common ground between the Warsaw Pact countries and 
. . 

the 'It/est. There is of course another aspect of the problem that is jUBt as important 

and may in the end be just as difficult to resolve. It is the need to reassure the 

non-nuclear Powers that their security will not be put permanently at risk if they 

undertake not to manufacture or acquire nuclear weapons. This has been a feature of 

many of the speeches by the representatives of non-aligned countries, and the 
; . ·''- . 

r~&.nte.tive of IUgeria, Mr. Obi, in his very perceptive speech of 31 August, put 

the matter most concisely when he said that it was not status7seeking that would driye 

non-nuclear Powers to acquire nuclear weapons -- it "would be a search for the 

maximum possible security" (ENDC/PV~2~8, p. 14). 

It has been suggested that one of the ways of providing this maximum security 

without the spread of nuclear weapons is the provision of some sort of guarantee 

extended to non-nuclear Powers whi.ch elect to remain so. Mr. Goldblat raised a 
' 

sig:..ificaf!.t but rather confusing point in this conne.xion when he compared the positions 

of non-nuclear States inside nuclear-armed alliances and non-nuclear States that ar.e 

non-aligned, suggesting that under a treaty of the sort tabled by the United States 

(ENDG/152) the non-aligned non-nuclear Powers would be the victims of some sort of 

discrimination. 
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We too had considered that problem, and our tentative conclusions had been, not 

that non-nuclear states should be deprived of any form of nuclear protection and left 

to fare as best they could, but that a separate and concurrent effort should be made 

to see what assurances could be devised and, more important, what demand there was 

for them. As my Prime Minister said in the House of Commons on 16 December last 

year: 

"We have in addition to deal swiftly and effectively with the problem of 

providing some international safeguards to non-nuclear Powers against the 

danger which results from new nations developing nuclear power" ••••• "This 

is why I s~ress at the outset the urgency of providing international safeguards 

to non-nuclear Powers against nuclear threats and nuclear blackmail, and to 

do it collectively. This is one of the most important initiatives that we 

must now take." (Official Report. Vol. 704, cols. 419, 439) 

It will be obvious to everyone here -- including, I am sure, Mr. Goldblat -- that 

in a divided world this question of providing international assurances to non-nuclear 

Powers is one of the utmost complexity. For one thing, there is the question of how 

far effective safeguards are possible, how far they are acceptable, and how far they 

are reconcilable with non-alignment. Some countries are in a more exposed, some in 

a less exposed position; some want assurances, othe~ evidently do not. There are 

in addition all the contingent problems that would arise in equating the degree of 

force to be used with the type of armed aggression that might be foreseen. As I 

have said before, this is an important problem and one related very closely to 

non-dissemination. It calls for the most careful examination on the part of both 

nuclear and non-nuclear Powers. 

But what has impressed me with even greater force in th~ deoate tfiat·has gone 
on since the question of non-proliferation crystallized so obviously in New York 

earlier this year has been the growing conviction among non-nuclear Powers that 

their real security lies not so much in guarantees as in disarmament. Again and 

again it has been made clear that they are looking for signs of a sincere attempt 

among the nuclear Powers to reduce their nuclear armouries7 and, as I said at an 

earlier meeting of this Committee (ENDC/PV.2l9 1 pp. 7, 8} I believe this to be a 

justifiable attitude. I am convinced that the stability and security of the world 

can be assured with something much smaller than the enormous array of nuclear weapons 

now deployed on both sides. It is time we moved forward to some concrete proposals 
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for the destruction of existing nuclear weapons ~- possibly linked -with President 

Johnson 1 s imaginative proposals (ENDC/120) for a freeze on the production of strategic 

nuclear delivery vehicles. 

This may require some deep rethinking of strategic doctrine on all sides, aDd it 

may require the courage to take what might seem to be military risks in the early 

stages of such a step towards disarmament. But the urgency of this -as a disarm8meaC. 

measure in its own right is now enormously increased, to my mind, by the need to 

demonstrate that a non-proliferation agreement is not simply a measure designed t.o 

preserve the sanctity and pre-eminence of the nuclear club. I agree with my colleague 

Mr. Foster (ENDC/PV.230, p. 21) that this should not be a matter of preconditions. 

If the nori~nuclear Po-wers demand nuclear disarmament before a non-proliferation 

agreement, and if the nuclear Powers insist on non-proliferation before nuclear 

disarmament, then 'We shall get no-where. 

We must attack these problems simultaneously and on a broad front. That is why 

I hope that before too long we shall have, side by side with the Western proposa1s for 

non-dissemination, some real proposals for substantial reductions in existing nu.clear 

weapon systems. As the representative of Canada, Mr. Burns, recalled on 24 Au,:sust 

(ENDC/PV. 226, p. 9), the Soviet Union, like the United States, has already outlined 

proposals in the field -~ notably j_n what is called the Gromyko memorandum (A/5'227 and 

Corr.l) of December 1964; but unfortunately the Soviet representative has said no 

more about this point nor put for-ward, so far, any fresh proposals. 

Finally, as this -will probably be my last chance to address the Committee b8fore 

we adjourn for the General Assembly of the United Nations, may I outline very bricfJy 

once more the main principles of my Government's policy towards disarmament? First 

and foremost we seek an agreement on general and complete disarmament. If Hr. 

Tsarapkin believes -- ar1d he seems to -- that I have offered what he has called 1hr2gue 

hints" (ENDC/PV .228, p. 24) about changes in the position of the United Kingdom CD_ 

general and complete disarmament, I can reassure him that there has been no chanso; 

~e have al~ays stood for general and complete disarmament; ~o still stand for lt; 

and we are ready to examine any proposals from any quarter to bring it about. 

But -we are realistic enough to realize that general and complete disarmamen-1:., 

however much we may want it and however hard we may work for it~ will not happen 

overnight. And until VJe live in a disarmed world -we have the urgent and immed2.ate 

task of making the real world less precarious and dangerous a place to live in. 
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For this reason, as I have said, we regard an agreement to prevent the spread of 

nuclear weapons as of the highest importance. Other measures that ftre·related to 

such an agreement -- such as a comprehensive ban on nuclear testing in all 

environments, a freeze on the production of nuclear delivery vehicles, and an agreed 

reduction in those that now exist == all these measures we regard as equally urgent 

and important, not only in their own right as means of controlling the use of armed 

force in international affairs, but as the first small but vital steps towards 

disarmament. 

I hope, with the greatest respect to the distinguished co-Chairmen of our 

Committee, that the interruption in our deliberations here will be short. The 

debate in New York will be an important one, but I believe there is a widespread 

feeling that we ought to meet again soon. Time is not on our side. There are 

pressures and influences and movements growing up in the world that make it vital 

that we should overcome the real and imagined ideological differences that keep us 

from agreement. The patterns of power and conflict in the world are changing and 

we must be prepared to re-examine the assurr~tions upon which we base our policies 

and our arguments. In the days of czarist Russia, it is said, there was an empress 

who planted a rose bush in her garden, and to protect the flowers she had a sentry 

of the Imperial Guard posted before the bush. Hany years later, when the empress 

was dead and the garden deserted and overgrown with weeds, the sentry was still 

posted every day, but no one could remember what he was supposed to be guarding. 

I believe that if we look hard at some of our fears, we may find that they are 

no longer justified; if we re-examine what we think to be the threats to our 

security, we may find that some of them no longer exist; if we consider carefully 

where our real interests lie, we may find more common ground than conflict. I kno\tol 

that for the moment there are reasons outside this conference hall why our dialogue 

cannot be an entirely fruitful one5 but it may be that when we next come back to 

Geneva some of those reasons \-Jill have disappeared. Perhaps we shall then have 

the courage to take the sentry away from the empty garden and put him to some more 

useful task. 
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":r, LU'.b:ANOV (Bulgaria) (translation from Russian): Before dealing with the 

main subject of my statement today, I wish to say that the Bulgarian delegation must 

unce again protest against the tendency to restrict the range of the questions that are 

being considered by the Eighteen-Nation Committee at the present session. Neither lack 

of time nor resolution DC/225 (ENDC/149) provides any justification for leaving aside the 

main task of the Eighteen-Nation Committee, namely the preparation of a draft treaty on 

general and complete disarmament under strict international control. The development 

of international relations reminds us more forcibly every day that the fulfilment of 

this task is of decisive importance.for the fate of the world. The representative of 

Burma was fully justified in reminding us that -

"• •• it is necessary for us to make every effort to work towards the goal of 

general and complete disarmament, which is the main task entrusted .to us, 11 

(£NDC/PV,227, p.5) 

It is to.be hoped that we shall return to this question as soon as possible and give it 

the attention which it deserves, 

During the present sessiop, as in the past, we do not of course under-estimate the 

so-called "collateral measures 11
, .Any success in the work of the Committee will 

certainly be welcomed with satisfaction by world public opinion. Thus we have all the 

more right to express regret at the unjustified obstacles created by the delegation 

of the united States in the way of an agreement so long overdue as that on the cessation 

of underground nuclear tests. Evidently the programme of such tests scheduled by the 

United States military command has not been finished, and there is no desire in the 

United States to leave it unfinished, if we are to judge from press reports that one of 

a regular series of underground nuclear explosions was carried out in the State of 

Nevada on the first of this month, 

We do not consider it necessary to repeat the abundant evidence placed before the 

Committee in 1963 proving that even then the United States of America was able to detect 

and identify underground nuclear tests by its ow,n national means. We s~all merely 

recall what Mr. 'Rusk said before the Senate Foreign Affairs Committee on ll March 1963: 
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"The increase in our" that is, the Uili ted States -- "technical ability to 

detect seismic events at long distances permits us to rely upon seismic 

stations outside the Soviet Union to detect underground nuclear explosions 

inside the Soviet Union." (BNDC/PV.l23. p.25) 

That was said in 1963. Since then, as Mr. Foster himself has assured us (ENDC/PV.229, 

p.l9), the United States of America has made great progress in improving seismic 

technology. Thus the demand for on-site inspection is dictated not by technical but 

by altogether different considerations. · It is unjustified. 

We cannot find any justification for the hasty rejection by the delegation of the 

United States -- as well as by the delegation of the United Kingdom, as is evident from 

the statement made today by Lord Chalfont -- of the compromise solution of the question 

put forward by the delegation of the United Arab Republic (ENDC/PV.224, pp. 9,10), which 

consists in the banning of underground nuclear te6ts above a certain magnitude and the 

cessation of all other underground nuclear tests until such time as final agreement is 

reached. The proposal of the delegation of the United Arab Republic -- a proposal 

with which the Bulgarian delegation agreed and which has already been supported by the 

delegations of Ethiopia (ENDC/?V.229, p.l6) the Soviet Union (BNDC/PV.230, p.9) and 

Czechoslovakia (ibid,, p.l7) --has provided the Committee with an opportunity to end 

its session with a concrete and positive result in respect of this item of its agenda. 

Therefore there will be no need to point out who is guilty if, once again, we have no 

success in our work. 

On the agenda of the Committee there are other proposals the solution of which is 

urgently called for by the actual international situation, although the differences of 

views on some of them are still very great. On 31 August this year, when dwelling on 

the proposal for the withdrawal of troops and the liquidation of military bases on the 

territories of other countries, the representative of the Soviet Union, Mr. Tsarapkin, 

stated the following: 

"The Soviet delegation, guided by the interests of safeguarding peace, once again 

urges the Eighteen-Nation Committee to discuss this question and to take measures 

for the immediate withdrawal of foreign troops from South Vietnam, Taiwan, the Congo, 

South Korea and Malaysia, and also, of course, from the territories of European 

States and other parts of the world. We suggest bringing about the liquidation 

of all military bases on foreign territories, and in particular, the United States 
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base at Guantanamo in Cuba and its bases in other parts of the world. Such 

decisions could really put a stop to the dangerous development of events in the world 

and would have a most. favourable impact ~n the ove.rall world situation end on the 

solution of all other problems," (ENDC/PV. 228. p. 28) 

The Bulgarian delegation considers that in the present situation no one can or has 

the right to_ disregard such an appeal. .t!:ven the delegations of the United Kingdom 

and the United States were unable to ignore this appeal. But what did we hear from 

them,? Were any argume.nts adduced to convince us, for instance, that the Japanese 

people a:re pleased with the conversion of the island of Okinawa into an American military 

base., .or. that the people of Cuba are delighted with the presence of a United Statli!S 

military pase at Guantanamo in their island? Were any facts adduced that showed, say, 

a deterioration of the situation in a number of Arab countries after the liquidation of 

fo!'eign military bases on their ter;ri torie.s? Has even a single case been cited where 

a military base of the We stern Powers has played a po si ti ve role in the maintenance of 

peace, anywhere in the world? 

representatives of the iY"est, 

We have heard nothing of the sort in the speeches of the 

Instead of arr,um~nts in favour of military bases on foreign territories and on 

account of the lack of such arguments, the representative of the United Kingdom cited 

cases where certain representatives of recently-liberated former colonies had acquiesced 

in the presence of military bases on their territories. 

In Mr. Foster 1 s arguments, however, there are propositions which make the need for 

the liquidation of foreign military bases even more urgent, I~. Foster said: 

"··• by forbidding smaller or weaker countr::.es to protect themselves through 

arrangements with other nations, the Soviet propos~would leave them vulnerable 

to the form of aggression which communists now call 1wars of national liberation'"· 

(LNDC/PV.222. p.47) 

Then Mr. Foster went on to quote a passage from the statement made by the Secretary of 

State of the United States on 23 April of this year, in which :Mr. Rusk said: 
11

, •• acceptance of the doctrine of 'wars of national liberation' would amoun~ 

to scuttling the modern international law of peace •.• ". (ibid., p.48) 
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Thus it is considered in Washington that the days of nn,tional liberation movements 

and the struggle of peoples for freedom and independence have come to an end. And if 

the process of history refuses to stop, then American military bases will spring up 1n 

its path in order to stop it by force of arms. Let us leave aside the fact that such a 

'lloctrine" fails to take into account the truth expreksed by Napoleon Buonaparte when 

he said that one can do everything with bayonets except sit on them. Let us also 

leave aside for the time being the fact that, by proclaiming such a "doctrine", l!merican 

statesmen acknowledge the policing role which they arrogate to themselves on a world 
. . 

scale. In this case what concerns us as representatives in the Eighteen-Nation Committee 

is the fact that the .American "doctrine" concerning bases and troops on foreign territories 

is dangerous to the cause of peace. There is no such thing as "invisible" aggression·. 

The struggle of the United States against such "aggression" is nothing but a flagrant 

intervention in the internal affairs of other countr~es. Hence the tension, the 

increase in tension, the conflicts and the open warfare, as the example of Vietnam shows. 

During the war against the Fascist-Hitler coalition the establishment of military 

bases in various parts of the world could be justified by military necessity, although 

even then there was no need for the long-drawn-out period which has become the legal 

basis of the post-wPx "base strategy" of the United States of America, Since the 

defeat of German Fascism more than 20 years have elapsed. But the bases have not been 

liquidated -- on the contrary, ihe network of United States military bases and those of 

its allies has beenexpanded, the armaments accumulated in them have been modernized and 

increased, and in a number of cases they are being used for carrying out military 

operations. 

One has only to take a look at the map of the world to see to what extent it is 

studded with hotbeds of military provocation and armed aggression against peaceloving 

countries. .b. few years ago, on 9 July 1962, the New York Times reported although 

the figures it quoted were far from complete -- that in Zurope there were 65 major 

American military bases, in the Far ~ast and the Pacific area 45, in the Caribbean ·9, 

and so on. The number of these bases has not decreased since that time, but is increasing 

every day. 
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We will rec?,ll once again the role of military bases as springboards of neo-

colonialism in its struggle to maintain the colonial system. There was the armed 

interv:ention against Egypt in 1956, and the incursions of British and United 3tates 

troops respecti~ely into Jo:r·d,an and Lebanon in 1958 relied on military bases in Cyprus 

and others parts of the Medi terran~an; i.n 1961 a significant role was assigned to the 

United States base at Guant.anarno by the Cuban counter-revolutionaries and their sponsors 

when they undertoo.k to invade· Dub~; in 1964 the world witnessed a treacherous ac.t of 

aggression when Belgian paratro.ops on board American aircraft took off from the British 

base on Ascension Island to ~t,tack the people of the Congo • 

.And what about the exarn:ple of Vietnam? .Eleven years ago tha,t country wes to 

have been freed from foreign troops, and north of the seventeenth.parallel it has indeed 

been fre.ed. As for the south, an escalation has taken place, which actually started . 

with the sending of .American military equipmeP,t, the arrival of. ."advisers", the support 

of rtl;ler,s ho stil~ to the people, includi:pg those who wer~ unscrupulous not only 

polit~cfl.lly, and has ended with a gradual involvement in military operations, the 

expansion of military bases along the sea coast, an increase in the strength of the 

Amer:i,can troops, an<\ now .the establishment .of bases in .tpe internal areas of the country 

that is the oqcupatio!l of. the whole of South Vietnam and the transformation of tlw war 

being waged there into a pullely .American war _aga~ns.t the whole V~etnarne se people. 

As a result there i~. not only an extr1aordinary tension in the whole international 

situation but also. a thr,eat to peace throughout the world. And among the main reasons 

for this situation ,is tpe pre-Sence of the military bases and foreign .troops of th,e 

impe,r~alists on the. territories of other countries as supports for the policy of inter~ 

ventio.n in th.e a:l:l airs of other countries, as supports for 'the policy of arbiters of the 

destiny of others. When the peoples are not in agreement with this, when they wish to 

decide their own destiny for themselves, conflicts occur which lead up to military 

opera~ion~?:.. 

We. are striving to find a way to such measures as would make i.t possible even before 

general and complete disarmwnent to reduce intern.ational tension e.nd avoid conflicts. 

In these conditions such a.measure, and moreover an extremely effective one, would be 

a decision to l.i quidate mi1i tary b,ases and to withdraw foreign troops from the territories 

of other countries. 
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..... The ·q_llestion.·whether the liquiddion of military bases would upset the "balance" 

a question which is being raised also at the present time by the West -- has been 

discussed many times, The del~gations of the socialist countries have shown, as the 

Czechoslovak delegation did once again very cogently at our meeting on 7 September,. 

(BNDC/PV.230, p.l2) the complete invalidity of the "argument" of the West that the 

liquidation of bases would upset the military balance. 

In oojecting to the proposal for the liquidation of military bases on foreign 

territories, the Western delegations called it "propaganda". Of course they have not 

supported this objection of theirs with even the flimsiest of arguments, We are loth 

to admit the thought that the VIe stern Delegations are adopting an offhand attitude 

towards so serious a matter. It is well known that some delegations in the Eighteen-

Nation Committee measure the value of any particular proposal with their criterion of 

so-called realism -- that is, whether it is feasible in practice and acceptable to all. 

Is the proposal for the liquidation of military bases on the territories of other 

countries realistic? A plain answer to this question comes from the fact that whn,t has 

been created by man can be destroyed by man, and moreover very easily. 

on good will and the desire. 

It all depends 

If unrealistic means the lack of desire to come to an agreement, the question should 

be settled on the basis of whether a positive solution to the problem would be useful 

for the cause of peac.e or not. Well, then, would the liquidation of military bases 

and the withdraw:1l of foreiGn troops from the territories of other countries be useful 

for peace on earth? It would, and the sooner the better! It is necessary to insist 

on this. It is necessary to convince through united efforts, with all the weight of 

world public opinion, those who are still not convinced of the harm done to the cause 

of peace by the maintenance of military bases on foreign territories, that the question 

of the liquidation of these must be settled. 

The Bulgarin,n Government has already stated its negative attitude towards the 

establishment of military bases outside the confines of national boundaries, when de~ling 

with the question of NATO military bases in the Balkans and the presence of the United 

States Sixth Fleet in the Mediterranean • The position of the Bulgarian Government 

remains unchanged. . The events of the last few years throughout the world confirm the 

rightness of this position. We are in favour of the liquidation of military bases 

and the withdrawal of foreign troops, wherever they may be found. 
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Among the most urgent problems of today is the growing danger of an outbreak of 

nuclear war. Let IYir. Foster allow us to disagree wit'h hi.'m when he states that the 

Charter of the United Nations makes no distinction be'tween types 

between the purposes they are intend~d for '(ENDC/PV.222,' p.49). 
of weapons but rather . 

i 
The Machiavellian 

maxim 11 The en'd justifies. the means" is no longer consid~red the best norm in 

international relations. 
I . 

Still less can one agree with it when dealing with su~h 
( : 

means of warfare as nuclear weapons. 1vlr, Foster himself and many other United States·. 

leaders have given full and eloquent descriptions of the sufferings which the use of 

nuclear w~apons would cause mankind in comparison with any other weapons. · It appears 
. ' } f , • ' . I '.' , 

that even in the United States nuclear weapons are regarded as somethin'g special. 

Therefore the representatives of the United States should also 'a.gree that a special
' 

attitude towards nuclear weapons is required. 
••',,1 • I 

World public opinion has alre~dy declared its n.egati ve .att{tude to'wards these 

weapons. They h~ve been condemned' by the popular 'masses, ~cientists and other 

representati~es of the intellectual cl~~s~s, public ~rg~niz.ation'~ of every 'tenden~y, 
' ; ~ i I • j • ' j 1 

many States and whole continents. 'Nuclear weapons have been conden1ned by the Uni'ted · 

Nations, which has declared their us'e contrary to its Charter (A./RES/l653(XVI )'j. ·. tri 
: . "' ' ' . I ~ : . . :: 

short'· nuclear weapons have been declared to be morally outside the law, ii:lhuman and a 
l 1 I, . '' . 

menace.to the whole of human civilization and not only to the generations against which 

they mi~ht be used but to future generations as well. 
! ,,l 

Are t?ere any ~ases in history where the use of a weapon has been banned? Yes, 
' ' 

there are such cases. But is it possible to compare, for instance, chemical and 

nuclear weapons are ever so much worse! 
I . . 

' . ' 

Then what is to be done? 

would be to put a stop to the prod~~tion of nuclear w~~pons and to liquidate', all th'e 
' ' 

stockpiles of such weapons. But until that is achieved, one can a~d should examine 

and ad?pt proposals aimed at averting a nucl~~r war. 
' .
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Obviously, since nuclear weapons have been morally condemned, it is essential to 

take the next step: namely, to give binding legal force to the resolution of the 

sixteenth session of the United Nations General Assembly and convert it into an 

integral part of international law, We realize that an agreement to ban the' use of 

nuclear weapons could not in itself· entirely eliminate the danger of a nuclear war, 

and that this can only be done, as I have already said, through the total elimination 

of all types of nuclear weapons. But not one of the partial measures is aimed at 

solving the key problem, They are aimed at creating more favourable conditions for 

its solution. Consequently there is no reason to expect more from an agreement on the 

prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons than from other partial measures. 

Nevertheless, the proposal to conclude such an agreement offers good prospects, 

if only because it would not affec-t either the existing balance of forces or the 

security of any country, nor pose any question of control. Of course, the implementa

tion of such a proposal would be facilitated by a praliminary declaration by the nuclear 

Powers that they undertake not to be the first to use nuclear weapons, as proposed by 

the Government of the Soviet Union (A/5827 and Corr.l). Vle hope for agreement on the 

part of the Western nuclear Powers in regard to this question, 

The imperative need to avoid a nuclear confljct is reflected in a number of 

proposals on which I shall not dwell at present. I shall deal with only one of them, 

which has occupied a central place in the present negotiations: namely, the propO'sal 

on the non-dissemination of nuclear weapons. There is no need to prove that the 

smaller the number of States possessing nuclear weapons or having access to them in any 

way, the less is the danger of their being used, Stating that they agree with this 

interpretation, the Western delegations have even submitted, upon the initiative of the 

United States of America, a draft treaty to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons 

(ENDC/152), the defect of which has been rightly· pointed out by the representatives of 

the socialist countries who have spoken before me and which consists in the fact that 

the title of the treaty does not correspond with its content: namely that, while 

proclaiming one right purposet the draft treaty pursues a purpose that is quite the 

opposite and wrong. To give access to nuclear weapons on a legal basis to the West 

German Bundeswehr, which is in the hands of hereditary militarists, to the only 

revanchists in Europe, to the only peo2le who lay claim to other people 1s lands that 

is the purpose of the proposed draft treaty. Does it correspond with its title? 
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It is useless for the representatives of the West to try to deny the true purpose 

of their draft, or to make out that itis innocuous and would not alter anything in the 

present international situation, or to picture their Bonn allies as veritable angels 

of peace. But while we are being assured here that the Bonn leaders would merely like 

to complement their State sovereignty with an "equal voice" in NATO military affairs 

(that demand alone is enough to put on their guard all those who do not want a 

repetition of the lamentable history that preceded the Second World War) -while we are 

being assured here that the West German leaders who are not striving to obtain nuclear 

weapons, that they are not revanchists and that they do not want other people t s lands, 

in Bonn they give the lie to their defenders. 

It is quite evident that today we are not living in 1949, when the German 

='-ror>erialists were lying low and holding their breath. Tod~ in Bonn we no longer hear 

statements by Mr. Strauss, who in 1949 proclaimed the spirit of peace and cursed the 

German hand that .would again dare to take up arms. That was four year• after Potsdam-

Then followed the rearming of Western Germany. Then came 1957 and the demand of the 

former Chancellor Adenauer that the Bundeswehr should be armed with all types of moder~ 

Then followed the statements, which have been quoted here, made by the 

~inisters Schroeder and Hassel, the new Chancellor Erhard, and a number of other 

responsible West German leaders, calli!lg for atomic weapons in order that the BU!lde~w~~-~~ 

might be capable of carrying out its sole mission, described by Genere.l Ulrich de Mazic:. 

Inspector of Land Forces, as being "to become the detonator of a large explosion", to 

quote the Frankfurter Allgemeine of 24 October 1964. 

As we see, the Western Powers are no longer able to prevent the Bonn militarists 

from openly proclaiming their aggressive military aims. From this fact alone should 

not the right conclusion be drawn that all who do not want a second Munich and who are 

cnxious to consolidate peace in Europe must unite and ensure by their joint efforts the 

fulfilment of the terms of the Potsdam Agreement in order to prevent the German jingois-t,::· 

from plunging the worid again into the catastrophe of war? 
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Instead ·-of· d-oing this, the \{estern Powers are of the same mind as Bonn in 

defending the 11right" of the Federal Republic of.Germany to participate in a NATO 

multilate:ral nuclear force. In the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament they 

justify that "right" by .saying that the Federal Republic of Germany has to fear 
11tvrenty Soviet divisions". At the same time it is being said in Bonn that the 

Federal Republic of Germany has to fear "seven hundred Soviet missiles". Can we 

really believe that the Hestern ·representatives and the world at large have forgotten 

the proposals made by the Soviet Union and other socialist countries'for disarming 

the two Germanys, for the withdrawal of foreign troops from their territories; for 

their renunciation of nuclear weapons, for the establishment of a nuclear-free zone 

in central Europe, for the conclusion of a non-aggression'paot between the NATO and 

the Warsaw Pact countries, and for many other measures that would guarantee the 

peaceful co-existence of the Federal Republic of Germany with its neighbc'>urs? I 

ask, which of those proposals has been accepted by the Federal Republic of Germany? 

Not a single one. And today the world is expected to believe that it is the 

existence nf the army divisions of the socialist countries that constitutes a danger 

-~o the T;!est German State, and that it is. n:ot_a 13.undeswehr with access to nuclear 

·reapons that would constitute a danger to peace in Europe and throughout the world. 

What·a difference there is between the behaviour of the Bonn authorities and 

t,hat of. the Government of the German Democratic: Republic in'regard to nuclear 

armaruen:t! We ma;r differ in our attitudes to the German socialist State, but one 

cClnnot· - and this is regrettable indeed - reject, as the Western delegations have 

<lone, the constructive proposals contained in the sta:tement. of--the Government of the 

German· Democratic Republic of 10 August 1965 (ENDC/151). The Bulgari·an delegation 

supports that statement, and considers that the proposals contained in it are of 

ereat interestfor the present and future work of the Eighteen-Nation Committee, and 

r..ot only for the work of this Committee. One can be quite sure th~t in the work of 

the forthcoming coriference orC the prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons the 

voice of the German Democratic Republic will resound loud and ciear in favour of'poace, 

The German Democratic Republic proposes; 
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(a) that both German States should renounce the production, acquisition and 

use of nuclear weapons and their control in any form; 

(b) that the German States should agree to cease any further arming; 

(c) that the two Germanys should form part of the nuclear-free zone of central 

Europe. 

As we see, the pl'oposals of the German Democratic Republic have a direct· 

bearing en the problems on the agenda of the Eighteen-Nation· Committee. In stressing 

and welcoming the desire of the German Democratic Republic to contri bu:te to the 

success of our work, we cannot fail to be critical of those representatives ''tYho, · 

havin~ nothing to say as regards the substance against the Declaration of the 

German Democratic Republic, repeat year in, year out, that they do not recognize 

the German Democratic Republic. (lf c•ourse it is their right to do so; but facts 

are not thereby changed; and th'e fact remains that the representatives of that 

part of Germany which alone has carried out the Potsdam agreement propose measures 

regarding disarmament and the reduction of tension, measures which would ensure the 

maintenance nf peace in the most sensitive nerve centre in the world- the centre 

nf Europe. 

No such proposals have come from Bonn:· Is that a matter c,f chance? Not at all. 

However much one may try here to stick the wings of angels of peace on to the 1,800 

former most responsible collaborators of Hitler, who today have a decisive voice 

in politics, in justice, in the direction of public education, in the Burideswehr 

command and in all sectors of the life of West German society, it is quite clear 

that these heirs of Hitler are zealously striving to lay their hands as quickly as 

possible on atom bombs, to which they would be given access by the United States 

draft treaty on the non-dissemination of nuclear weapons. That this is so is shown 

best of all by the equation sign which Bonn places between national ownership of 

nuclear weapons and participation in a NATO multilateral nuclear force. 

For the foregoing reasons the Bulgarian delegation is unable to agree with the 

draft treaty on the non-dissemination of n11clear weapons proposed by the United States 

delegation (ENDC/152)'. Any opponents of the dissemination of nuclear weapons who 

put their signatur.es to the aforesaid draft tre::ty wnuld be c~mpelled to watch 'the_ nuclear 

arming of Jest Germany and would be unable to object or to withdraw from the agreement 

without running the risk of being taken for advocates of the dissemination of the very 

weapons they wish to restrict. ~re have already said and will say again: a treaty 
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on the··non-di·ss-eminat:ton of nuclear weapons must unambiguously prohibit any access 

to such weapons by· the ·.~est German armed forces through a NATO multilateral nuclear 

force. That is how the Bulgarian delegation views this question. 

At the beginning of this discussion in the Eighteen-Nation Committee the 

delegation 0f the ~{estern Fovrers tried very hard to convince us and all those who 

are keeping an eye on our work of their desire to carry out as soon as possible 

the recommendations of the resolution of the United Nations Disarmament Commission 

in regard to two problems; the cessation of all nuclear tests, and the non

proliferation of nuclear weapons, The Lie stern representatives have now been given 

an opportunity to fulfil their desire very quickly by accepting-· 

1. the proposal of the United Arab Republic to ban large nuclear 

tests and to cease all underground nuclear tests until the 

question of a comprehensive treaty is settled (ENDC/PV.224 9 pp.S,10); 

2. the idea that a treaty rm the non-dissemination ,,f nuclear weapons 

must provide for non-dissemination and not covert dissemination, 

so that all would be able to sign it with a clear conscience. 

At the same time we should like to hope that the Committee will be able to 

set a.hout considering those particularly urgent problems the solution of which 

would halt the drift towards military conflicts, and also, of course, the prep~ration 

oi' '~ draft treaty on general and complete disarmament. 
>I 

Mr. BURNS (Canada): Today I am going to speak about extending the 

Mowcow Treaty prohibiting nuclear weapon tests in three environments (ENDC/100, 

Rev.1) to prohibit underground testing also. As we all know, the United Nations 

Disarmament Commission resolution DC /225 (ENDC/149) called upon us. to consider 

this as a priority task. lrJe should therefnre all try to see whether there is any 

way in which we can promote some action, do something so as to be able to report 

to the General Assembly that we have tried to carry ~ut the mandate oi' the United 

Nations Disarmament C0mmission. Although I dealt at nur meeting of 5 August with 

certain asvects of this matter, in particular the desirability of exchanging scientific 

and technical information (ENDC/PV.221, pp.20,21), I should like to make a few 

further comments today, following \'i'hat has been said by others of our colleagues. 
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The Canadian delegation agrees with those who have stressed that it is 

most urgent that we should make some advance towards a comprehensive t:reaty, one 

which would prohibit all nuclear tests. The Moscow Treaty already exercises a 

certain braking effect on nuclear proliferation; and if it could be made 

comprehensive, that would produce a much more effective check. Such extension of 

the Moscow Treaty would also be an indication that the nuclear Powers were not 

intending to d8velop new generations of nu~lear weapons. In that way it would 

represent a slowing-down of the arms race. 

We have known for several years that the principal obstacle to extending the 

partial test ban to i:::J.Clude underground tests has been the difference of opinion 

as to what procedures would be necessary to verify 0ompliance with the prohibition 

of underground test.ing. Most representatives who have spoken on this subject 

have referred to encouraging reports of recent progress in the techniques of 

detecting and identifying underground tests; and finally, at our meeting of 

2 September, Mr. Foster set forth for us (ENDC/PV.229, p.20) the "state of the artn 

or technique -- as it now is, developed through scientific studies and far-reaching 

experiments by the United States and United Kingdom authorities. We have today had 

a further statement on the subject by the representative of the United Kingdom. 

I think I can sum up Mr. Foster's report at our 229th meeting by saying that it 

reveals that considerable progress has been made towards being able to detect and 

identify underground seismic events from great distances so as to obviate the need 

for on-site inspections. However, from Yli'. Fester's statement I believe it is 

clear that we are still some distance from this objective. 

It is also clear from Y~. Foster's statement that.there is still much greater 

difficulty in identifying an underground event giving rise to seismic signals as 

either an earthquake or a nuclear explosion, than there is in detecting that such 

an event has taken place. We have had all this explained to us many times already 

in this Committee; but Mr. Foster's statement tells us that, in spite of improvements 

actually achieved and those foreseen, there still is and still will be this greater 

difficulty in identifYing than in detecting. 

There is at present, we understand, an existing ability to detect underground 

events of a seismic magnitude of 4, 1r1hich corresponds to the signal which would be 

given by a nuclear explosion of less than twenty kilotons under average conditions; 
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and with the ne1,r large arrays in optimum geographical sites, signals of lower seismic 

mu.gnitude, corresponding to those which would be cqused by nuclear explosions 

equivalent to a few hundred tons of trinitrotoluene -- that is, a fraction of a 

kiloton -- could be detected. But now, and in the conditions foreseen if large 

arrays are set up, there would still, as we understand it, be 20 per cent. of 

detected underground events which could not be· identified as earthquakes and which 

might therefore be nuclear explosions. 

1-Je have heard proposals relating to agreements to prohibit nuclear explosions 

above a certain level. These proposals rest on the idea that it is possible now to 

identify any underground test which would give rise to a signal of some specific 

seismic magnitude, and that this specific seismic magnitude corresponds to the 

explosive effect of a nuclear device of a specific number of kilotons. But, as the 

Canadian delegation understood and understands the United States statements and 

explanations, a clear and definite relation of this kind has not been established: 

it is not possible to say that nuclear tests above any stated magnitude expressed 

in kilowns could all be identified. The character of the geological strata in 

which the explosion takes place is, as we have heard, one factor that causes 

variation in the relationship between the size of explosion and signal received; 

and there are others, as Lord Chalfont explained to us this morning. 

The point of all this, it seems to the Canadian delegation, is that we need 

much more precision in scientific terms, uefinitions of what exactly is meant by 

"threshold", in our discussions and proposals here. It comes .to this: that we 
._.._ ... 

need an exchange of scientific information, a clear and informed discussion, so 

that wo shall all understand precisely the significance of what we are being asked 

to agree to if we are talking of limiting underground testing in terms of successive 

lowering of "thresholds", 

In this ~exion we have been interested in the remarks reported to have been 

made by our Soviet Union colleague at a r.ecent Press conference. These were to 

tho effect that some natural underground events cannot be distinguished from some 

nuclear tests, but that such nuclear tests would be so small as not to be 

significant from a military point of vie\.r. Is .this indeed the position of tho 

Soviet Union? If so, it is rather different from the claim that all nuclear tests 

can be detected by national means a,lono, a claim tho reprosentati ve of the Soviet Union, 
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rtr. Tsarapkin, has made from time to time -- for example, on 20 August 1964 

(~mC/PV.20~, pp. 28-29). It would imply, as I say, if this report of 

rlr. Tsarapkin's statement is correct, thet the Soviet Union considers that thert is 

a level of magnitude of explosion below which underground· nuclear tests could not 

be identified. This is one of the aspects of the subject on which, it seems to the 

Canadian delegation, it would be useful to have an exchange of scientific inform&tion. 

The general observation which I have made would seem to apply in particular to 

tho suggestion of the ropresentati ve of the United Arab Republic for banning tests 

of n seismic magnitude of 4.75 and above as a step on the way to a total ban on 

underground tests. This suggestion was supported at our last meeting by the 

representative of the Soviet Union, who linked it --rather more closely than did 

tho United Arab Republic representative, it would seem-- to an agreement on a 

moratorium on all other underground tests (ENDC/PV.230, p.9). This would seem to be 

simply another way of stating the Soviet proposal for a complete underground test 

ban using netional miDans of verification alono -- a proposal which, as Mr. Tsarapkin 

knows very well, is not nccoptable to the West. 

itTo note also that the representati vo of the United Arab Republic said on 

17 August: 

u ••• we still believe as we have believed in the past that exchanging scientific 

and other information between the nuclear Powers; or continued improvement of 

detection and i.dentification techniq_ues, migllt help us to rench finally an 

agreement on a comprehensive test-ban treaty." (ENDC/PV.224. p.lO) 

I have mentioned reported remarks of the representative of the Soviet Union 

vrhich -- if he ;11ado them -- would seem to imply that he recognizes thc:,t there is a 

problem of detecting small underground tests. However, we know that so far he'has 

refused to consider an exchange of scientific nnd technica: information either in 

this Committee or in any other body on tho subject of the identification of 

underground nuclear explosions. His position -- and I think I do not misrepresent 

it -- is that, to have the Moscow Treaty extended to compriso underground testing, 

all that is necessary i[ a political decision to do this. Ho denies or ignores the 

fact that there is any difficulty in detecting and identifying underground nuclear 

tosts by national means, but without giving us any scientific or technical arguments 

to provo that is so and to robut the contention of the North Atlantic nations to the 
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contrary. Again, on 7 September, l"Ir. Tsarapkin repeated that -
rr nationc.l means of detect~ng nuclear explosions .•• are quito adequate 

for monitoring such a ban.TJ (ENDC/PV.230, p.9) 

It should be noted th2.t "adequate". does not. necessarily imply that all nucloar 

explosions could be detected by national moans. Taken together, Mr. Tsarapkin's 

comments seem to indicate that he is demQilding an act of fnith rather than a 

political decision; and acts of faith are insufficient to provide the basis for 

a duro.ble o.greement bet•won n2.tions in tho sphere of disarmament. 

Wo havo been somewhat puzzled by tho comments of the representative of 

Czechoslovakia at our mooting of 10 August. I'Tr. Cernik said, in connexion with 

requests for an exchange of inform2tion: 
11 In the conditions now pruvailing in tho Horld thoro are reasons why the 

governments of some Stat.os cannot publish certain facts." (E11i"DC/PV.2222 p.4-2) 

Tho Co.nadian delegation is unable to understand what disadventage thoro would bo 

to tho security of any nation in divulging the scientific basis of the methods it 

uses for detecting and identifying underground tests. We have heard many times 

tho representatives of tho ULited States and the United Kingdom indicate their 

readiness to engc.ge in technical talks. This was repeated in Jvrr. Foster's 

sto.tomont of recent date (ENDC/PV .229, p .24-) wnd by Lord Chalfont today. One 

can only hope thctt on reflection the Soviet Union will recognize that the value 

of a test ban would outweigh LillY possible risks which might be involved in 

technical talks leading_ to it. 

his statement on 12 August: 

As the representative of India pointed out in 

11 ,,. it is desirable .•• to take ••• some theoretical risks in order to 

achieve one more significr:tnt landmarlc in our path of progress towards 

disarmainent. 11 (ENDC/PV,223~ p.ll) 

I should no-w like to comment on the relationship betHeen a comprehensive 

test ban and the non-dissemino.tion problem, On 10 August Mrs. Yzyrdal, the 
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representative of SWeden, put these points very clonrly. She said: 
11As I have said already, as far as the non-nuclear Powers are concerned 

this would achieve the same result de facto as a non-dissemination 

treaty. A comprehensive test ban is a non-proliferation measure, and 

an effective one. This was acknowledged, by the way, by the representative 

of tho United States, Mr. Foster, when he said that the extension of the 

partial test-ban Treaty ••• to underground tests would. 1 deal forcefully 

with the problem of nuclear proliferation' •11 (ENDC/PV .222, p .16) 

The p~int is, of course, that if a country intends to produce a nuclear weapon 

it must carry out a test; a weapon which is untested is not one on which 

anyone would wish to rely. 

The Canadian delegation has explained (ENDC/PV.226, pp.5 et seq.) its view 
. ' 

that, if non-nucleex States are to be expected formally to renounce the right 

to acquire nuclear weapons, they can quite legitimately expect some quid pro guo 

in the form of progress towards halting the arms race in other sectors. In 

the speech from which I have already quoted r1rs. I1Yrdal said: 

"As for the nuclear Powers, a complete test ban might only deprive 

them of some prospects of further perfecting their nuclear weapons -

that is, make more static a situation which is at present dangerously 

dynamic and which would continue to be dynamic even under a non-proliferation 

treaty. ••• It is this dynamic aspect of the present gap that weighs 

heavily with the non-nuclear Powers. 11 (ENDC/PV.222~ p.l7) 

A comprehensive test-ban treaty would also have the advantage, in conjunction 

with any treaty on non-proliferation or non-dissomination,. that the non-nuclear 

States would have a further assuranco.through effective verification that 

there was no nuclear testing, that other parties were not violating their 

obligations not to develop nuclear weapons. 
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Canada has followEld with interest the views expressed from time to time 

by the Swedish authorities. on the possibility of forming a 11detection clubi1 • 

vlo \Wlcome the action of thG reprosentati ve of Sweden in placing at our 

229th meeting a memorandum (ENDC/154) on what is proposed before this 

Com.11i ttee. Of course it will be necessary for my Government to give further 

careful consideration to the proposals, but I believe that I may say in a 

preliminary way that we see great advantages in the establishment of an intor

nationo.l network of seismological stations in various parts of the world to 

provide data on seismic events a~d on possible underground explosions. It 

occurs to us that there is a need for co-ordination of views on the concept of 

a chain of elaborate arrays of seismographs sot out in Mr. Foster's statement 

(E~IDC/PV.229, pp.20 et seq.) and tho kind of organization which is suggostod 

in tho proposals tabled by Hrs. l'-1yrdal (ENDC/154) • 

Canada's geographical position and the development of.seismological science 

in our country are such thut we may be able to play a useful part in the 

builcling-up of any world-TtJido system of reporting on seismic events. and 

detecting underground nuclear explosions; or perheps I should put it more 

lwpefully, of. providing a system which could deteot and identify underground 

nuclear explosions and would therefore provide a deterrent against anyone's 

undertaking them. Canada has already contributed in various ways to 

experiments in improving detection and identification techniques which have 

boon spoken about in this Committee. I fool I can cssuro tho Committee that 

our country would be prepared to play an appropriC>,to part in any arrangements 

that might be agreed for maintaining verification apparatus for a comprehensive 

tost ban, and .we should be ready to engage in any discussions on this matter 

that might be proposed. 

In closing, tho Canadien delegation hopes to hecr other delegations' views 

on how it would be possible for us to mako some progress towards a comprehensive 

nuclear test prohibition treaty. \.Je should like especially to he2r views on 

tvhnt should be tho noxt steps to be tcl::en and whc:~t we can report to the United 

Nu.tions General Assembly as to hoc.; we hnve tried to fulfil the request in regard 

to this matter contained in United Nations Disarmament Commission resolution 

225 (EN00/149). 
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Russian): At our last meeting, held on 7 September, the Soviet delegation made a 

statement (ENDC/PV. 230, p. 9) informing the Co;rrrnottee of the readiness of the Soviet 

Government to meet the position of the United Arab Republic and some other non-aligned 

States and to agree to a cessation of undergrmmd nuclear weapon tests on the conditions 

set out by the representative of the United Arab Republic, Mr. Hassan, on 17 August of 

this year (ENDC/PV.224, pp.9,10), At that time the Soviet delegation c~lled upon all 

other States represented in this Committee, and in particular the United States, also 

to support this proposal, .which would make it possible to put an end immediately to 

any further nuclear weapon tests. 

However, in his statement at our last meeting the representative of the United 

States 1 after dealing briefly with the. substance of the question, saw fit to remind the 

Committee of the position of the United States in regard to a moratorium in general 

(ENDC/PV.230, p,l8). Vfu&t Mr Foster said on that score was assessed as indicating the 

obvious unwillingness of the. United States to adopt the ·aforesaid proposal of the 

United Arab Republic. 

idea of a moratorium. 

He said that the United States did not agree with the proposed 

He made it clear that he regarded the proposal for a moratorium 

as a half-measure which could not create good prospects for the banning of all nuclear 

weapon tests. 

We cannot pass over in silence this statement by Mr. Foster, because it shows 

that at the present time the United States simply has no intention of agreeing to any 

ban on underground nuclear weapon tests. The statement about the unacceptability to 

the United States of an "].lllverified moratorium", as IVlr. Foster put it, should not 

mislead anyone. First of all it should be pointed out that the idea of a moratorium 

has. been proposed for the very reason that it is not as yet possible to reach agreement 

on the nature of the control over compliance with a ban on underground tests. Therefore 

to speak about a moratorium with inspection would in point of fact mean solving the 

problem in the United States way and accepting the United States position in regard to 

foreign inspection. We all know that no agreement can be reached on that basis~ 

But obviously that is precisely what the United States is striving for. 
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It is common knowledge 'that, tlin.ce the conclusion cf the Moscow Treaty banning 

nuclear tests in the atmosphere, ::l.n outer space and under water, the United States has 

carried out many dozens.of underground nuclear explosions. During this year alone, as 

reported by the Press, eighte_en underground nuclear tests have been announced by the 

United States. The t_otal number of unde:rground nuclear weapon tests conducted by the 
~ ; 

United States has alrea~y long been in the three-figure bracket. It is quite obvious 

that all thel:le numerous tests are being carried out _by the United States not at all in 

order to enrich seismic scien,ce, or merely to cause earth tremors. The United States--

as Mr. :B'oster himself admitted on 2 Sept ember (ENDC/PV •. 229, ;p.l9) -- attaches great 

military importance to underground nuclear tests. 

In passing, Mr. Foster tried to ascribe a Elimilar view to the Soviet Union for 

which, however, we have given hi!ll no authority-. We have a .different approac? to the 

matter • We con.sider that underground nuclear weapon tests should be banned immediately. 

. I3ut the. position of the United Stat~s in this matter. is altogether different, It stands 

for th? continua.tibn of unde.rground nuclear weapon tests. That is the cru;x: of the 

matte.r, and everyone in the world is fully aware of the purpose pf the series of 

unde.rground nuclear. tests which are being carried out one after ~nother in the. United 

States. It is obvious to everyone that the United States is perfecting new types of 

nuclear weapons. Their specifications, however, were unknown. 

Now we know. the. specifications of one type of nuclear weapon which h&s already 

been perfected ih the United States in the course of these underground nuclear tests. 

Yesterday it became lmown in Washington, and :i,.t was announced inthe press, that the 

United States army had a new n1:1clear weapcm called "Code No. 207 11
• This weapon is· 

intended for use by.divisions of the United States Army. Thus it has .become known 

_that the :rn.ilitary arsenal of the United States has been supplied with a new tact:bcal 

... nuglear ~eapon "No. 207", while underground tests of nuclear weapons in the United 

States continue with unabated·intensity. 

What does .this mean?. It .means that during the course of these continuing 

unde:r:gro~d tests in tbe United States more and more new types of I(Uclear weapons are 

being perfected -- "208", n209", "2~0", and so on. That is the real reason why: the 
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United States refuses to accept the extension of the Moscow Treaty banning nuclear 

weapon tests in the atmosphere, in outer space and under water, to cover underground 

tests as well. That is the only reason. 

That explains also the objections which were so hurriedly voiced by the United 

States representative, Wrr, Foster, to the proposal of the United Arab Republia for the 

halting of underground nuclear weapon tests, The q_uestion of foreign c<;mtrol and the 

need for foreign on-site in~pection are put forward by the United States merely as a 

technical pretext, as a technical means of disguising its real intentions and blocking 

any possibility of reaching agreement on this question. 

The same line was taken by the representative of the United Kingdom, Lord Chalfont) 

and the representative of Canada, Mr. Burns, who in their statements today obviously 

tried to help the United States in its attempt to avoid a political solution of' this 

q_uestion and to drive the q_uestion of banning underground nuclear weapon tests into a 

q_uagmire of unending, fruitless technical disputes. Iv.rr. Burns referred to a statement 

I made at a Press conference. I must point out that what I said was not said at an 

official meeting of the Committee, But the reference by Mr. Burns to the fact that 

every day there occur thousands of large, medium, small, and very small underground 

tremors shows pr~cisely the huge possibilities there are of leading any technical 

discussions on this sulject into an endless deadlock. Precisely this fact emphasizes 

the need for a political approach to the solution of this problem, not a resumption of 

technical disputes. 

The statements made by representatives of non-aligned countries in our Committee 

have shown how serious is the desire of the overwhelming majority of countries to bring 

about the earliest possible cessation of underground nuclear weapon.tests, What the 

majority of the members of the Committee would like is that the United States, which is 

crammed to the limit with nuclear weapons of various types and for various purposes, 

should reconsider its negative position and agree to the proposal of the United Arab 

Republic, .and thus it would be possible to put an end to nuclear tests for eve~. 'l'o · 

solve this long-drawn~out problem nt the present time, all that is needed is good will on 

the part of the United States and nothing more. 
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!~.~-FOSTER (United States of America): ·rhe SoYiet :re:presentqtive has again 

torlc:.J :;_· ~:.:.ee1 ted ~1is support for an unverified mora tori urn c11 sm2-!.l underground. tests 

accompaaied. by :L treaty banning tests above a seismic magnitud8 of 4.75. There can 

be no illistake about that proposal. It is an old Soviet proposal. It has been said 

by ~he Soviet :repre~entative that some of our'proposals go back to 1958; I suspect 

thu. t -t~is Soviet proposal may even antedate 1958. It has a neYr label; Mr. Tsarapkin 

has ag,-tL1 tod2.y urged <lcloption of a comprehensive test ban witLout on-site inspections 

just as he has since 1963 at least. His position is that there should be no 

inspectjons, thet ador>tion of an underground ban i;; a purely political question, aad 

that t:1e:re must be a ::political dec is~ -~;n. That is, as I s;:w, an old position. 

We have attempted to point out and to prove, as science has proved, that in a 

;c;ub.:d:i:mtifl,l nvmber of instances it is impossible to differentiate between earthquakes 

gnd nnclear explosirms. That still continues to be -the situation. As long as those 

uniC'.entifiable incidents remain, then, in order to have a durable -agreement, it is 

essential, as Mr. Burns suJd today, that there should be a mtians of verifying what 

hP.s actu::~,lly taken place. But the USSR refuses to agree. That means that today, 

a,s before, one nation and one nation alone-- not the United States -- stands in the 

posi·~j_o:1 of preventing the achievement of a comprehensive test ban to stop all nuclear 

tes-ts, ':Ji+h the contribution that this would make to limiting the spread of nuclear 

we~11o1-:.3. That ca.nnot be concealed or avoided by sta-:-.erne'tlts about its being only a 
' 

It must be political in a sense; but a, good political decision 
I 

-- in crder to achieve wl1at we ar9 all here to r.chieve -- must i1e based also on the 

st3.tc of scientific krowleclge in the world today about how a test ban can be moni-tored. 

As >re ha·re se,id ~o frequently 1 we have d-"voted lal'ge reso,1rces to improving 

detection and identification capabilities; we are continuing to devote large resources 

"uo ;:;:_1C~1 iT!lprovement. 

'::he U11ited Kingt".om represent'1tive said today tl-'ill.t through i·lis contribu-tions the 

U:1ited Kingclorr. haE "':•I'roved this capability, making it possible and I quote my friend 

:(:rom 'f1e Soviet Union -- with 11 goodwill11 to achieve what "Te alJ. lmow should be 

achieved here and now. I am sorry that I have to point to this po3ition taken by 

~-he -Sov~-at Union as being one thaJu stands in the way of what we all want, but that 

indeed is t~~ situation" 
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The position of my delegation is clear: various types of arrangements for an 

unverified underground ban, regardless of the form which they tal:e or the length of time 

to which they would apply, are unacceptable to my Government. I believe all delegations 

will still recall the most unfortunate experience the United States -- and, I think it 

can be said, the whole world-- had in the autumn of 1961 when, despite an understanding 

with the USSR, the greatest series of nuclear tests in history was suddenly undertaken 

by the Soviet Union. Since that time ue have said consistently that a moratorium is 

not a safe and reliabl6 means of securing a cessation of tests~ and that is true today. 

I shall quote something that was said in 1962: 

"It is of course a sad historical fact that the Soviet Union ended the last 

voluntary moratorium by resuming tests a year ago. But we also know that ·the 

Government of the United States itself was not free from strong pressure to resume 

t.esting. To its great credit it then resisted the pressure." 

(ENDC/PV.78, p.7) 

That was a quotation from a statement made at the plenary meeting of this Conference on 

3 September 1962 by the representative of Burma, vrho then continued his discussion of 

the moratorium by saying: 

"•••• if an unconditional moratorium on underground tests were now to be 

declared, who could doubt that it would not be long b'efore internal pressures 

built up again on both sides to a point where they would become irresistible; 

and, as we see today, a moratorium that fails adds greatly to the magnitude 

of our problem." (ibid.) 

I think it is clear to all who are acquainted. with United StaJo:;es policy over the 

years that a test ban cannot be concluded by my Government where there is no provision 

or effective arrangements to ensure the observance of agreements entered into. In the 

case of underground testing this still means that some on-site inspections are required. 

Mr. TSARAPKIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translation from Russian)~ 

Since the representative of the United·_States has tried to assert here that the Soviet 

Union resumed its tests at a time when a moratorium was in existence, I think it 

necessary to set the record straight. Actually -·- and Mr. Foster also should know this 

-- the then President of the United States, Mr. Eisenhower, stated on 31 December 1959 

that the United States would not in future consider itself bound by the moratorium, and 
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therefore, legally, from 1 January 1960 there was no moratorium in effect. It is known 

also that the United States was already et that time carrying out intensive preparations 

for nuclear testing, especially underground. That was the real situation with regard 

to the moratorium. As you see, there was no violation of the moratorium by the Soviet 

Union, since the United States had denounced it. Fhat the representative of the United 

States has just said shows that the United States cloes not wish to give up continuing 

its series of underground weapon tests and that it is not prepared to accept a ban on 

underground nuclear weapon tests. We can only express our regret. 

Mr. FOSTER (United States): I hesitate to carry on this unfruitful discussion. 

I think it is perfectly clear that the Soviet Union also is continuing to test underground. 

I think it is clear also that, in reca.lling what was said in 1959 by our then Pr'esident, 

one should recall also th&t the then Che.irman of the Council of ;l!linisters of tlie Soviet 

Union, Mr. Krushchev, said on 14 January l96C that the Soviet U::ion would not be the 

first to resume testing. I think the facts speal: for themselves. 

The Conference decided to issue the following communique: 

"The Conference of the Eigh-~een-Nation Committee on Disarmament 

today held its 23lst plenary m'eet,ing in the Palais des Nations, 

Geneva, under the chairmanship of Er. Obi, representative of Higeria. 

"Statements were made by the representatives of the.United Kingdom, 

Bulgaria, Canada, Soviet Union and the United States. 

"The delegation of the United Xingdom -t,abled a paper entitled 

'Notes on United Kingdom research on techniques for distinguishing 

between earthquakes and underground explosions')/ 

"The next meeting of the Conference will be held on Tuesday, 

14 September 1965, at 10.30 a.m. 11 

The meeting rose at 12.35 p.m. 

1} Circulated as document ENDC/155. 




